
    “I wonder if I could bother you with a request? Would you write an article on

discovering the gospel? It struck me during our conversation how you treasured

finding the Gospel, though you lost everything else.” 

 

    What exactly did I say? Did I lose everything? Rather dramatic but I did say that. And

yes, I did treasure finding the Gospel… absolutely, with all of me and more! To be

honest, it was more of a kind of re-discovering the Gospel post-conversion experience

than finding the Gospel for the first time. This short story is my humble response to that

brief statement that holds so much life. 

 

    There is a lot of talk around at the moment about deconstruction and reconstruction

- specifically of one’s faith. It has been said that Martin Luther was a deconstructionist.

Deconstructing and reconstructing hold different meaning and experience for anyone

who dares to explore such dangerous ground. It’s an emotive topic. What we believe

and imagine as our truth is ensconced deeply within us. In fact, the concept has a whiff

of lefty liberalism about it, perhaps capable of taking one disappearing over the horizon

far, far away from Biblical truth altogether. 

 

    I’ve gone through a deconstruction and reconstruction of the most precious and

sustaining life-giving resource in my life… my faith in Jesus and His beautiful Gospel. It’s

as if the gospel has come into sharp focus and everything around it has become blurry.

I did not choose the journey. I wouldn’t have had the humility or courage for the pain

and cost of it. It happened to me.  

 

    Nearly seven years ago, my husband and I shared the experience of living through

financial ruin. Most people strive and slave away for their entire lives trying to avoid this

kind of experience. But for us, it was the first brick to fall in our deconstruction journey.

Compared to bereavement loss and other permanent life changing losses, I want to be

very careful how I speak of loss here. So, without sounding too dramatic or

reductionist, the loss was in every way perfectly tailor made for us. Just big enough for

God to get our full attention with all the bewildering agony and humbling tumbling

associated. It’s a long, complicated story on multiple levels and would require a chunky

sized ‘War & Peace’ novel to cover all the detail and melodrama! In short, the

experience exposed a deceptive duality in our faith that desperately needed

deconstructing.  

 

    In Scripture, the Apostle Paul repeatedly warns us not to lapse into operating in our

own sense of righteousness through performance and striving. It’s not a new pitfall to

the Christian’s journey. For us, it manifested itself in the way we related and subtly

transacted with God. It was a type of quid-pro-quo, cause and effect tacid agreement.

Motivated and underpinned by a number of personal prophecies received globally that

inspired us to be a ‘financial conduit for the Kingdom of God’. We believed God had

spoken! There is plenty of evidence in the Bible to back up cheerful, generous givers.

The Cost of the Duality 



 Prophecy tested. We were ridiculously zealous in our giving and presumed that God

would supersede our giving in His supply. Themes of ‘sowing seed’, ‘multiplication’ and

‘test the Lord’ wafted through the airwaves. We were giddy with purpose. For a time,

long enough for us to be lulled into transactional complacency and presumption, it was

money in… and money out. We had a deal with God that was safe enough to take all the

way to the bank! A kind of pneumatic money tube directly from Heaven.  

 

    Then, inconceivably, the unthinkable happened. The transactioning became more and

more one sided. A lot more was going out than coming in. Our business was heavily

dependent on the West Australian resources sector which was experiencing a

plummeting downturn. We continued to deploy our tactical reserves trusting that God

would respond likewise.  Our ‘good works’ currency became worthless and could not

buy us out of the trouble. By mid 2016, after we had done everything we could to plug

up the holes through herculean effort, hours of lamenting prayer, and countless cries of

“Help! God, where are you?’ that seemed to echo into empty nothingness, we were

seeking advice for voluntary liquidation and a way out of a staggering ‘rest of your life’

tax bill. We were in a big mess not just financially but spiritually too. 

 

    I want to commend and honour my husband for the fight and effort he put into trying

to save the business and full throttle us out. But God, in His mercy and love for us, did

not permit it. Mercies negative! 

 

    A transactional relationship with God is rank sinful presumption. It makes us

‘Commander-in-chief’ leveraging control on how God, the Sovereign Creator of the

universe, should respond to us. As if our ‘good works’ put God in a position of owing us.

It’s pharisaical religion and permeates all of Christian life. The inexhaustible exhaustion

set in. Had we given enough? Prayed hard and long enough? Faithed it enough? Served

enough? Been good enough? Declared and decreed loudly enough? Had we sown bad

seed and reaped a bad harvest? The unmet expectations left us a tad, I’m ashamed to

say, indignant. Had we not earned at least some righteous credit? It’s the lie that says

the Gospel is free until you’re in, then it’s an unbearable yoke. A transactional

relationship is so very far from the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  

 

    There had been a dangerous, deceptive duality building up in our theology over three

decades; across five nations; by a myriad of Christian influencers and leaders; number

one best seller Christian books; Christian media; Christian movements; and… multiple

‘wealth, wealth, and wealth’ personal prophecies! We loved Jesus passionately and we

understood the Gospel enough to know that we needed it. Both of us are first

generation Christians. Our foundational theology was weakened and subdued by the

duality of some truth and some error nestling comfortably together. The false

transactional gospel had stealthily snuck in riding on some truth.  



     The duality comes from within the church undergirding the false prophets and

teachers and their empires… ‘And in their greed they will exploit you with false words.’ 2

Peter 2:3. It slips in by tweaking and twisting Scripture just enough ‘…secretly bringing in

destructive heresies…’                        2 Peter 2:1-3. Amassing all the deception and carnage

it can, it empties the cross of its true Gospel power and wipes out the church. We are

warned many times in Scripture to be alert to it. Destructive heresies are a well-covered

subject and it’s not as simple as labelling one or the other, as deceptive doctrines often

overlap. However, a blind man on a galloping horse could see that we were at the very

least caught in the ‘Health Wealth and Prosperity’  

movement. We did not see it. The duality of truth and error is stealthily deceptive and it’s

very costly.  

 

    For some time we were soaked in disillusionment and confusion. I felt tempted (only

tempted!) to believe that we had been abandoned and betrayed by God while living full

steam in all that we so fervently believed He had asked us to live in. So much imagined

meaning and hope lay in a heap of rubble. Not only a business and family home, et

cetera (p.s. et cetera is loaded!), but vision and purpose and what we had believed as

‘truth’ had slipped through our feeble hands. There was numbing despair. A gnawing

aching sense of shame and failure. Fear. Introspective self-flagellation. How could we

have been so naive and stupid… and generous to the point of desperate need?

Confusion and conflict reigned, mostly within ourselves, but our marriage took a

hammering too. It was a lonely time. We felt as if we were surrounded by Job’s

comforters who were either as fearfully confounded as us, albeit compassionately, or

supremely cleverer than us. It was hard to let people in. It was hard to sense God and

His Presence. The duality is so very costly. 

 

    Everything stopped. We parachuted out of much of life as we knew it. 

 

    A few years on, in God’s unfathomable faithfulness, kindness, and mercy, the blurry

picture started narrowing into a focused clarity. We were rescued into reconstruction.

God positioned little storehouses of His providences for us on our journey as our

Sovereign Father held us in His firm safe inescapable grip. Lifesaving and life changing

providences that deserve a story of their own. It was s-l-o-w unlearning… and

repenting… and readjusting to Biblical truth illuminated bright by the Holy Spirit… and

then refocusing… over and over again. Identifying and acknowledging the deception and

arrogance hurt. Still hurts. God, be merciful to us sinners! Scripture in focus revealed

the beautiful Gospel perfectly and rightly. It was costly… but eventually we began to

grasp with an awe and wonder that will forever take our breath away, the Hand of love in

all that we had lost and found.  

 

    ‘And so much corruption there remains in good men that they would certainly plunge

themselves under much more guilt than they do if Providence did not take greater care

of them than they do of themselves. For though they make conscience of keeping

themselves and daily watch their hearts and ways, yet such is the deceitfulness of sin

that if Providence did not lay blocks in their way, it would more frequently than it does,

entangle and defile them.’ John Flavel, The Mystery of Providence 



    How very loved we must be…  

 

    I have met others with their own stories of deconstruction, but their reconstruction

has taken them disappearing over the horizon far, far away from Biblical truth. 

 

    How loved we must be…  

 

    We are living proof of God’s workmanship. The Bible teaches us that God is directing

all things in our lives, so that we will be conformed to the image of Christ and do the

good works that He prepared beforehand for us to do. In all the wonderful and messy

granular detail of our lives, God is relentlessly working to make us holy. We could blame

ourselves, others, bad theology, a downturn in the economy, the devil and so on, but see

God in it, we must. The apostle Paul wrote that he was ‘sure of this very thing, that He

who has begun a good work in you will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.’’

Philippians 1:6. For those who love God, He works all things for His glory and our good,

even in His Providence of discipline. ‘And have you forgotten the exhortation that

addresses you as sons?  “My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord,  nor be

weary when reproved by him. For the Lord disciplines the one he loves,  and chastises

every son whom he receives.” Hebrews 12:5-6 

 

    How very loved we must be… 

 

    On reflection, it was not so much about what we lost as much it was about what it has

cost us to re-discover anew the beauty and simplicity of the true Gospel. Like Paul the

Apostle said, 

 

    ‘But whatever gain I had, I counted as loss for the sake of Christ. Indeed, I count

everything as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord.

For His sake I have suffered the loss of all things and count them as rubbish, in order

that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that

comes from the law, but that which comes through faith in Christ, the righteousness

from God that depends on faith…’ Philippians 3:7-9 

 

    Living in Christ is an ongoing journey of sanctification and transformation. I’m not sure

what God will lead and love us through next to keep chiselling away at our self-reliance

and sinfulness. But I know we’ll be alright safe in His Sovereign grip. We continue to

cheerfully give, mostly sacrificially, based on Biblical principles. ‘Seeds are sown’ out of

the joy of participating and a sincere desire to see the church served. We trust God to

faithfully increase the spiritual harvest.  

 



    God has proven so very worthy of our trust and love. There is an inexpressible joy and

a sense of wonderful simplicity being faithful to the will of God as revealed in Scripture,

moment by moment and day by day, as we rest in His all pervasive Providence. 

 

    ‘By grace alone,  

    through faith alone,  

    in Christ alone,  

    according to Scripture alone,  

    for God’s glory alone’… captures the essence of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and is a 

    potent antidote to any deceptive duality.

 

    What will it cost you to truly trust in Jesus Christ and His Gospel alone? 

 

 


